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Chair’s introduction
This EPSRC Portfolio Day, devoted to Neurodegenerative Disease, was convened
primarily to examine the health of the discipline in the UK: to identify strengths,
gaps and opportunities, and any barriers impeding its development. It brought
together researchers spanning many disciplines; it therefore also provided an
excellent opportunity for networking and to engage in dialogue with EPSRC.
The scientific participants, 49 selected on the basis of an Expression of Interest,
with a further 10 invited by EPSRC, were randomly assigned to one of five
groups, chaired by Professor Peter Brown (UCL), Professor Anya Hurlbert
(Newcastle), Professor Julie Williams (Cardiff), Alastair Reith (Director of
Neurosciences, GSK) and myself. Each group conducted a strengths,
weaknesses, gaps and opportunities analysis, with the help of supporting
documentation, flip charts and computer assistance from a member of the EPSRC
staff. Group Chairs then presented their findings to a plenary session. There was
opportunity for more informal discussion over lunch. The afternoon session had a
similar format, with each group considering threats, translation and training.
Group Chairs again presented their findings to a second plenary session and
there was an opportunity for additional comments from the floor.
Given the breadth of research represented and random panel assignment, the
analyses from the five groups showed remarkable consistency. This report
records our findings and provides data and opinion to inform the wider research
community, funders and Government. As on the day, it is organised in a SWOT
analysis – strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and gaps – followed by
translation and training. The key messages of the day are drawn from the group
analyses. This is followed by a record of our panel discussion and a summary of
our overall conclusions and recommendations.
Cutting edge research very often happens at the interface between disciplines
and faces significant challenges in not conforming to traditional academic
structures and funding models. Neurodegenerative Disease is a case in point,
and the UK research effort is testament to the strength of its research
community in this and associated fields. I would like to gratefully acknowledge all
who participated in the Neurodegenerative Disease Portfolio Day in Manchester:
The enthusiastic researchers from all over Britain, the EPSRC staff who were
efficient, courteous and most helpful and the Group Chairs and other Panellists
who were engaged, insightful and excellent company.
Professor Peter Morris,
Chair
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1.

Introduction

On the 11 February 2010, the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research
Council (EPSRC) held a Portfolio Day in Manchester to look at research related to
the area of Neurodegenerative Disease. Neurodegenerative diseases are a varied
assortment of central nervous system disorders characterised by the gradual and
progressive loss of neural tissue or nerve cells. EPSRC Research Topics that are
relevant to this day include: Modelling and Simulation, Brain Sciences,
Neurodegenerative Diseases, Cognitive Science, Vision, Hearing and Other
Senses, Artificial Intelligence, Drug Formulation and Delivery, Neural Computing,
Materials Research, Signal Processing and Imaging.
The day’s attendees were selected by submitting Expressions of Interest to
attend the event.
A list of attendees is shown in Appendix 1.
This report gives details of the Portfolio Day and the panel observations.
Finally, Section 4 presents the key findings of the day and the panel’s
recommendations to the community, research funders and the EPSRC.

1.1 Portfolio Day Objectives
The objectives for the Portfolio Day were:


To bring together research communities in the area of neurodegenerative
disease to allow networking opportunities and to promote dialogue and a
constructive relationship with the Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research Council (EPSRC).



To gather and exchange views on the health of the discipline in the UK.



To explore upcoming opportunities for the research area, and to learn of
the key issues affecting the community.



To provide baseline information, and achieve a consistent view of the
research landscape, in order to inform portfolio management and future
opportunities for the community and EPSRC.

1.2 Independent Review Panel
The Panel assembled for the Portfolio Day comprised the following:
Chair:
Professor Peter Morris - University of Nottingham
Members:
Professor Peter Brown - University College London
Professor Anya Hurlbert - University of Newcastle
Professor Julie Williams - Cardiff University
Dr Alastair Reith, Director - Neurosciences CEDD,GSK
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1.3 Agenda
A copy of the agenda is shown in Appendix 2.
The day started with EPSRC introducing the programmes within EPSRC that
provided the funding relevant to this day. The Chair, Professor Peter Morris,
highlighted his and the panels expectations for the day.
The attendees were split into five groups to ensure that a spread of expertise
was across each of the groups. Membership of these groups is shown in
Appendix 3. The five groups, and the panel member leading each group, were as
follows:
Group 1 – Professor Julie Williams – Green Group
Group 2 – Professor Peter Morris – Yellow Group
Group 3 – Professor Peter Brown – Blue Group
Group 4 – Professor Anya Hurlbert – Red Group
Group 5 – Dr Alastair Reith – Pink Group
Each of the five groups was led by a member of the panel and the groups
discussed strengths, weaknesses, gaps and opportunities in the morning session,
before feeding back in a plenary session their top 5 discussion points in each of
their areas.
In the afternoon breakout sessions (in the same groups) there was a discussion
of threats, translation and training issues related to their research area. Points
from the afternoon discussion were then combined with the morning discussion
to give a SWOT report from each of the five groups.
The translation and training discussions are presented for each group in Section
3 of the report.
The key messages to come from the five groups are highlighted in Section 4 and
are followed by the panel’s comments.

1.4 Panel Information
The Panel used the day’s discussions, and the following data sources, to prepare
their session reports:
Appendix 4: Data on EPSRC portfolio relevant to this area
Appendix 5: Bristol on Line survey of opinion from the attendees
Appendix 6: Bibliometric data
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2.
Morning session discussions - swot analysis
discussions
2.1 Group 1 - Convenor: Professor Julie Williams
2.1.1 Strengths
Imaging – PET; MRI – innovation
Imaging and PET and MRI have we maintained our number one position? With
the high costs and Institutes expertise is focussed. More innovative new
techniques and therapy is needed. In MRI we were leading but are now behind
the USA. We do have a wealth of expertise and top centres in the UK.
New Technology -EIT is a cheap technology (Electrical Impedance Tomography)
Combination of techniques – EIT and MRI/ultrasound
Imaging for diagnosis and technology development and prediction adds value to
other studies. Drug development and imaging has an important role. Data sets
(NHS records) right across the population needs to be optimised.
Chemistry – nanotechnology
Nanotechnology – nano particles for imaging. New nanotechnology innovations
are needed to sustain the UKs leading position. This area has had substantial
EPSRC investment. It is a UK strength and is internationally leading, top 4. The
areas of research include Multi-step synthesis of natural products, Chemical
Biology (MRC/Pharmaceutical). There is a good Pharmaceutical base in the UK,
developing new nano particles research is near the top in the world and has huge
potential.
Assistive technologies - independent, robotics
There are challenges supporting the pipeline from discovery to application. The
areas of emerging strength include Robotic assistive rehabilitation, Independent
living, keeping people in their home environment, Self-management of
conditions, Cross EU projects, Build on hardware technology using ICT,
Developing the clinical models for treatment and management of conditions. Civil
engineering for infrastructures and transportation.
Modelling and simulation – includes systems and bioinformatics, clinical
disease modelling
Challenges include more integration. A new strength is modelling and simulation
and the potential through data sets. Bioinformatics has a very high standing
worldwide. Clinically applicable models and processing and process systems.
Genetics
MRC and Wellcome Trust investment is at the forefront worldwide in the area of
genetics in dementia this now needs to be exploited. Also new ideas to be
followed up in other disease areas. The UK is leading in some conditions eg
Alzheimer’s. The EU is part of International collaborations is a strength for
example in e-science data sharing and has proved a facilitator of large
collaborations in this field.
Strong medical charities
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Clinical research networks
NHS
Running clinical trials the potential has not been realised yet this includes
running clinical trials, data sharing and coordinated work.
NIHR
2.1.2 Weaknesses and Gaps
Lack of funding
Neurodegeneration is under funded compared to the disease burden.
The structure of funding creates barriers a one pot approach is needed.
Costs of future research will be high in some areas such as imaging, large scale
collaborative programmes. Basic research in disease mechanisms is needed.
Imaging Infrastructure – access and coordination
Imaging in other studies:
Mass large scale – technology availability/access
PET cost of (facility), Training/expertise, physicists gaps chemists, radio
chemists, (MRC/NCRI).
MRI
Industrial background – commercial support for neurosciences; facilities
for clinical trials in UK
Exploitation ability, translation/innovation is stifled as there is a lack of facilities
to take into practice
Bureaucracy around animal research
Over zealous bureaucracy is hindering animal research.
Chemistry and chemical biology
Applied research funding for radio/medical chemistry for rare diseases and
Drug/Medical orientated chemistry is too low. There is a need for integration of
community to move to translation going from in vitro – in vivo (eg
chemistry/biology interaction).
Pharmaceutical investment is leaving the UK. Large clinical trials are needed.
However clinical trial and drug development is a long and costly process. The
development of clinically compliant nanoparticles – overseas (translation focus).
Career structure how to retain people in the UK.
Challenges: sustained funding for mathematical modelling disease. Modelling
needs to be funded focussed group of people needed (Centre of Excellence).
Modelling for disease state there is a funding gap, also for systems biology to
Engineering Physical Sciences.
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2.1.3 Opportunities
Maintaining strengths
The area is under funded relative to other conditions, which means a lack of
funding for expensive techniques and for modelling diseases. Research is
innovative on small resources. Research Council boundaries cause problems to
academics obtaining funding eg Applied research eg radiochemistry. For
translation research the routes to funding is unclear which impede the research.
A ‘one pot approach’ is needed to solve these problems. Funding mechanisms
need to facilitate large scale programmes. A long-term strategy is needed to
ensure that there is funding for basic research, to fund champions in the area.
The NHS can be used for research as well as clinical trials; data linkage and
access to large clinical data sets and patient populations. Access to equipment
will need co-ordination of current infrastructure between hospital and research
centres is needed.
Patient involvement there is an opportunity to develop user orientated products.
The UK produces innovative research eg nanotechnology applied to genetic
engineering.
2.1.4 Threats and Gaps
Bureaucracy/regulations in the UK is driving research elsewhere
Losing ground eg Canada last in (assistive technology) invested in large focused
centres in telemedicine (we have not done this in UK).
Not great at knowledge transfer. Small fragmented industry is a bottleneck.
There are some issues around skilling academics to talk to industry.
Fragmentation in Research Base and industry means that translation does not
happen often.
Have not got medium sized companies the economic development of those
companies is an issue.
NHS as research resource has not yet been utilised. NIHR addressing –
multidisciplinary/skill based people – training people to go into specific areas.
Nobody is training the people needed in highly specialist areas.
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2.2 Group 2 - Convenor: Professor Peter Morris
2.2.1 Strengths
Neuroimaging
The UK is a world leader in Neuroimaging methods, with particular strengths in
MRI physics (Nottingham, ICL), functional MRI (FIL, Oxford) and image analysis
including multimodal approaches (Imperial, UCL, and Oxford). It punches ‘above
its weight’ as evidenced by representation at international conferences and in the
literature (papers published and citations are shown in Appendix 6).
MRI was ranked first by respondents in the Bristol on line survey.
National focus on dementia research
A funded national dementia strategy is being implemented, a Dementia Tsar
appointed and new funding (NGW) is imminent for dementia research. Dendron
networks are being activated, for example, the Interdem – go network for
psychosocial interventions.
Neuro-‘prosthetics and assisted living technologies for neuro
degenerative disease
The UK has a policy to develop Telecare/telehealth in practice and is advanced
in: devices and systems (bio sensing), intelligent information technology and
augmented reality. It is also advanced in neural prosthetic device technology,
including new materials for neural stimulation (Cambridge/Imperial), advanced
optoelectronics (Strathclyde), electronic design (Imperial, Manchester) and is a
research leader in neuro-prosthetic treatment (deep brain stimulation, retinal
implants, cochlear implants).
IT
The UK has leading practitioners in large scale data management and data
mining who have set standards in the field. There are strong EU projects on
Artificial Intelligence and Neural Computing. Data infrastructures are potentially
cross-cutting to many problem domains but applications tend to be ‘siloed’.
However, more open collaborative research groups exist in the UK compared
with the US.
Nano-scale measurement and predictive biology
The use of micro fluidics (QCM), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) for nano-scale
measurement of single molecules and next generation DNA sequencing
technologies for single molecule sequencing.
Quantitative and predictive biology in protein aggregation.
2.2.2 Weaknesses
Translation of basic research to clinical practice
Basic neuroscience is strong, but its translation into clinical practice is poor. This
is in sharp contrast to the cancer field. In large part this is due to the lack of
good animal models and biomarkers.
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Drug discovery in cancer proceeds in parallel with the development of biomarkers
and clinical adoption is rapid. This should be an exemplar for neurodegenerative
diseases.
Interdisciplinarity and networking
Networks are essential for effective development of new technologies - for
example molecular imaging, where expertise for developing imaging probes and
imaging technologies may reside in different disciplines – and especially for their
translation into the clinic. It is true of IT which is computer science centric with
poor industry involvement. EPSRC researchers are often unfamiliar with the
procedures for ethical approval. There is an issue of funding where research
crosses Research Councils.
2.2.3 Opportunities
New neurostimulator technology
There are opportunities for improvements in the design of neural stimulators,
including radically new approaches.
Computational neuroscience
This is an emerging approach that is strong in the UK but as yet is
underdeveloped.
IT
There are new opportunities in digital infrastructure and for incorporating UK
strengths in IT, including: assisted living computing, fast broadband, DE hubs,
new digital applications.
Radiochemistry
Radiochemistry is a strength area, but a leading opportunity in PET has not been
fully exploited for neuroscience. Rather PET developments have been focused in
clinical oncology.
2.2.4 Threats
Perhaps the greatest threat is the decision by major pharmaceutical companies
to de-emphasize, or, in the case of GSK, pull out of the neuroscience field.
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2.3 Group 3 - Convenor: Professor Peter Brown
2.3.1 Strengths
Genetics of neuro degeneration
Especially gene discovery
Neuroscience
Neuroscience and clinical neurology
Imaging
Imaging - Particularly in vivo, mostly in technique development
Other possible strengths
Computational neuroscience
Identification of drug targets
Invertebrate models
Biomedical devices
2.3.2 Weaknesses and Gaps
Overall, UK well placed in basic science rather than translation.
Unclear funding strategy at the interface between disciplines
A more coherent structure is needed, as well as vehicles to support coordination
and interaction between disciplines. In particular, support for interaction been
academics and clinicians.
Vehicles to support coordination and interaction between site.
In particular, support for interaction been academics and clinicians would offer
opportunities for multicentres. Research Councils could expand support for
international collaboration.
Support for commercialisation and translation
Better biomarkers
Molecular imaging and chemistry
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2.3.3 Opportunities
Basic science strengths
Opportunity to harness basic science strengths we already have eg imaging and
genetics that are not being fully realised.
Current healthcare structure
This represents an enormous potential opportunity for research, although
infrastructure for large studies is missing.
Computational research
More computational research to enable better use of data and better prediction
of systems. The UK should be well placed for this.
Brain – computer interfaces
The applied side, in particular, is not well represented in the UK.
Model organisms and the ability to manipulate these
Imaging of oxidative stress radicals lacking Biomarkers.
Model organisms – opportunity to manipulate. Potential for replacing more
expensive models.
Effects of electrical and magnetic fields on cells/systems
Promoted by UK strength in biocompatible materials & novel biosensors. Very
good magnetism basic science community in UK.
2.3.4 Threats
Clinical neurology
May be undermined, especially through changes in clinical training.
Funding
Possible less pharma funding and government funding in UK in future.
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2.4 Group 4 - Convenor: Professor Anya Hurlbert
2.4.1 Strengths
As a preamble, it’s important to note that the group expressed some concern
over the term ‘neurodegenerative disease’ as the header for the day. It might
seem too narrowly focussed on a particular type of neuro-related disease and
might have discouraged participation from some of the relevant research
community (those working on neurological disease that is not degenerative or on
fundamental mechanisms that underpin understanding of disease or on
technologies relevant to studying neurological function in general, etc). We
emphasised that the term was chosen to highlight one important element of the
EPSRC portfolio but not to restrict thinking and we encouraged the group to think
around all biomedical neuroscience areas with a strong connection to the EPSRC
remit. So perhaps the long-winded term ‘EPSRC-relevant biomedical
neuroscience’ is a better one to describe the focus of our discussions. Below I
shorten this to EPSRC-neuro.
Neuroimaging (MRI)
Overwhelmingly, neuroimaging emerges from the pre-meeting survey and from
the day’s discussions as a key strength in EPSRC-neuro in the UK. Evidence
includes: UK citations; UK leadership in software packages for use in fMRI
analysis (eg the Functional Imaging Laboratory at UCL invented and now
maintains SPM, a freeware matlab based analysis programme used widely
around the world; the Oxford FMRIB produces FSL, likewise widely used.) MRI
developed at Nottingham. From early on, support from universities and research
councils has been excellent for the field, and the UK has led in developments.
There is a broad range of expertise in neuroimaging across the country, including
clinical, physics, software, and basic neuroscience.
Looking to the future, the combining of different neuroimaging modalities, in
particular EEG/MEG and MRI, or MRI and MRS, are likely to grow as a UK
strength. The combination of brain stimulation and imaging techniques are also
emerging as powerful tools, and the UK has the potential to lead in these areas.
See opportunities section below.
The question now is: How does the UK maintain its world lead? See opportunities
section.
Brain stimulation techniques
Techniques for brain stimulation range from surface-applied (Transcranial
magnetic stimulation or TMS/Direct current stimulation or tDCS) to deep brain
stimulation. All of these are emerging as strengths in the UK (eg several groups
pursuing deep brain stimulation in the UK; Rothwell); others pursuing motor
rehabilitation and prosthesis (Baker etc) but are still in relatively early stages.
There is a terrific opportunity to combine stimulation and imaging techniques: eg
TMS and fMRI; tDCS and fMRI. (Jon Driver’s research in area of TMS + fMRI an
example of a ‘first’ (Queen’s Square)).
Cellular neurobiology
The UK is second or third in the world, with only the US and possibly Germany
ahead in terms of advances in the study of neural circuitry at the cellular level.
The lead comes both in terms of tools for studying neural circuits (eg cellular
imaging; electrode arrays; 2-photon imaging) and advances in fundamental
understanding (understanding the mechanisms underlying epilepsy, for example;
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Gray/Traub/Whittington); computational modelling of neural networks (the
Gatsby unit; Dayan/XX/XX). For example, one model (from the Birmingham
group) can predict onset of seizures – but it is important to quantify that
predictive ability.
The appeal of this approach is that it starts with fundamental science at a cellular
level, which relies on cutting-edge, technically-challenging techniques that
require engineering expertise in design of electrodes and cellular imaging
devices, and computing expertise in analysis of large-scale data arrays – in other
words, key EPSRC-led areas – and then goes to the highest level to the
understanding and treatment of neurological disease. How can we reproduce this
approach in other disorders? For example, will it work for schizophrenia?
Assistive technologies
There have been big advances in assistive technologies (both research and
applications), for example, the obvious advances tend to be on the
physical/motor function side, but there are existing strengths and great
potential also in the area of cognitive function assistive technologies. A
number of points raised address not so much weaknesses in assistive
technologies, but gaps in research, development, and especially in translation of
novel findings to applications. See specific weaknesses and gaps below.
Cognitive science
There are strengths in fundamental cognitive science (eg UCL, the MRC Cognition
and Brain Sciences Unit in Cambridge), and specifically in building of models.
These are partly built on the UK’s historical world-lead in artificial intelligence
and cognitive neuroscience, but also include simulation and modelling of complex
individual and social behaviours.
Gaps as above: how to translate these research advances into applications, both
in terms of assistive technologies for cognitive function (eg memory, executive
function, decision-making, language) and in terms of simple and effective
bedside tests for identifying the key areas where improved function would really
benefit the patient’s life.
Modelling
Strengths lie in neural computing, computing technologies, and computational
techniques across a range of topics and disciplines.
Pharmaceuticals
Traditionally, the interface between pharma and basic research in the UK has
been very strong in the UK. There is concern that the interface with
pharmaceutical industry is declining, as the profitability of making new drugs is
decreasing with the increasing cost from regulations. We need to preserve that
lead.
Genetics
The UK is very strong in research on the genetics of neurodegenerative disease,
including motor neurone disease (MND). Apply known technologies to other
diseases eg MND. Strengths in basic animal science are key: eg mouse models of
Alzheimer’s disease are shedding light on the mechanisms leading to brain
changes; the demonstration of alcohol-dependency in the genetically pliable c.
Elegans worms may lead to understanding of human genetics of the disease.
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2.4.2 Weaknesses
General weaknesses in progress on EPSRC-neuro research:
Barriers. There are barriers to getting funding from standard research
programmes. Interdisciplinary research does not fit into the standard models
which funders implicitly use in deciding whether to fund a project. That is, the
funder has a perception of what constitutes appropriate research in an area: for
example, the MRC ‘wants’ randomised controlled trials. But interdisciplinary
research might not fit into the standard model.
Short-term vs. long-term. This might also be described as a difference
between a short-term and long-term outlook. If the hypothesis is one which can
be addressed immediately with a controlled trial, the outlook is more short-term.
If the aim is to determine whether a particular innovation in assisting memory
during personal navigation significantly improves quality of life for an elderly
person, the outlook might be more long-term.
Also, longer-term solutions might require longer-term research, not an
immediate short-term benefit. There is a need for both short- and long-term
research aims and projects.
Patients & clinicians. There is a gap between scientific developments and
implementation at the clinical front, both for clinicians and patients. Translation
of scientific advances into the clinical domain needs to be more direct and fast,
and should be driven by scientists. For example, user-friendly technology and
computer usability needs to be put onto the health-care delivery front. There is a
need to link clinicians, engineers and health sciences to learn more from each
other. In treatment of MND, for example, there are gaps in development of
communication devices.
Drug delivery and development. More to be done, still, for MND and other
diseases.
Specific weaknesses in area of assistive technologies:
It is difficult to quantify where the need for assistive technologies is greatest.
Neurological and psychiatric disease affect both the individual and the
community. Likewise, the true cost of disease needs to be measured for both the
individual and community and assistive technologies should be targeted on the
areas where greatest savings would occur. We need to understand the
relationship between feelings of wellbeing in the individuals and the ability to
function in the community. Where is the true cost of disease for the community?
How do we make the link from models of neural function to models of social
behaviour? There is a traditional focus on the physical and physiological deficits,
which while not a weakness in itself (in fact, there are great strengths in this
area), leaves a gap between the research strength in understanding of cognitive
deficits and the potential applications to assistive technologies focussing on
cognitive and behavioural improvements. Even in diseases such as MND where
the physical is most obvious, there may be cognitive and emotional effects of the
disease which are as debilitating as the physical impairment.
Also, there is a gap in research and technology addressing the non-dominant
senses, eg proprioception and mechanoreception. Some people with neurological
disorders may have great difficulties with maintaining their balance, for example,
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and these difficulties may have a great impact on ability to pursue daily
activities, as much as the more obvious direct motor disabilities. Some members
of the group felt that assistive technology research should focus on these less
obvious deficits.
It is difficult to explain and quantify the impact of the large advances in assistive
technologies – how does one measure improved quality of life?
2.4.3 Opportunities
Brain stimulation and imaging techniques
 Growth areas include:


Development of dense measurement technologies, eg DTI in MR systems



Further development of deep brain stimulation



Combination of stimulation and imaging techniques (eg TMS and FMRI;
TMS and EEG; fNIRS and TMS; tDCS and fMRI)



Techniques to deal with the massive amount of data that will emerge are
necessary to push forward technological advancements in deep brain and
whole brain measurements



Modelling the relationship between whole brain imaging results and
behaviour



Development of new tools to image and measure neural circuits in vivo



New techniques for imaging which bridge small scale studies of neural
circuits to larger scale or whole brain imaging.

Informatics and models
Data
The development of new techniques for handling large amounts of data is strong
in the UK. But new areas of growth with respect to data handling are:


Joining of information sources, eg DNA banks and complex behaviour
banks



How to store and share information, eg in establishing new ways of
sharing data there is a role for research councils



Realistic analysis of brain imaging data (eg DTI; combined TMS/fMRI;
dense measurement technologies) as above.

Models
Growth areas in development of new computational models include:


Development of assistive technologies for cognitive function (and not just
drugs)



To get MEG used to its full potential, there is a need for development,
distribution and maintenance of good, free software packages (modelled
on fMRI software)
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Drug development- modelling needed for integration of different types of
data



Bioinformatics of biomarkers for major diseases, eg MND and Alzheimer’s
disease



Complex systems modelling of disease and its interactions with
interventions; phasing of diseases.

New avenues in informatics
Bio-informatics of behaviour. In order to implement models of social, cognitive
and emotional function, and ultimately develop assistive technologies in these
domains, we need large databases of human behaviour as individuals and in
groups. There are good ways of collecting large amounts of data on what people
are doing, enabling the construction of a database of behaviours, a behavioural
repertoire (eg in recent science-art projects at Newcastle, GPS has been used to
track overall mobility of different ages and sexes of individuals; body sensors;
phone usage; another project monitors behaviour of bipolar patients to chart
change from depression to mania); these methods should be implemented and
the results fed into models.
Technology transfer between diseases
Successful technologies can be applied from one disease to another: eg tissue
engineering, considered a strength in many other domains from cardiology to
endocrinology, could be more widely applied to neurodegenerative disease to
repair deficits by growing nerves.
Engineering clinical applications
New technologies could and should be made smarter and easier to use in the
clinic. More effort and funds could be put into the design and development of
new devices and technologies, in order to increase their efficacy in the clinical
setting. The economic drivers have just not been there - typically, scientific
developments lead to specialist devices appropriate for the laboratory, and
further development to take them to the clinical realm requires a commercial
model that doesn’t fit reality – development into usable technologies requires
more investment than can be recouped. But the technology then effectively
remains untested, if it is not make science-led technology available/useful to
clinicians.
Collaboration across disciplines (RCs)
There are opportunities for RCs to work together more. It is important for the
EPSRC to maintain cross-disciplinary initiatives and to work with other partners.
There is more scope for translation of research from EPSRC to NIHR, closing the
technical to clinical gap. Health scientists need to measure the effects on
patients, and feed information back to technical development teams.
Other areas to develop:
Stem cell technologies
Targeted delivery of drugs
2.4.4 Threats
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2.5 Group 5 - Convenor: Dr Alastair Reith
2.5.1 Strengths
Neuro-imaging (MR, MEG, EEG)
Research base for MEG build up research capability there are now seven centres
in the UK. Imaging more generally MR, MEG, EEG based institute of neurology.
Most major universities have a brain imaging centre. The MS society has also
invested funds in this area.
Fundamental neuroscience
Fundamental neuroscience well distributed across university sector. UK performs
well and feeds into the strength in pharmaceutical industry. GSK have invested in
a clinical imaging centre, located in UK due to UK capability.
Clinical neurology (cross-cutting)
Clinical neurology, there are centre’s including around cognitive neuroscience.
Funding in broad centre’s under one roof from bench to translation – Sheffield
CITRAN centre to launch 2010 is an example of this.
Medical engineering
Medical engineering is an increasing strength, and medical engineering centre’s
are leading the cross disciplinary approach. Systems engineering and biology
centre’s are also contributing to this strength.
Patient base allows the examination of clinical genetics, also has an impact on
genetic screening having an impact on Parkinson’s. This is not a broad strength
but there are areas where this is developing. Linkages to clinical centre’s is
patchy and could be consider a weakness this area requires a clinical champion.
Good ideas around diagnostics and surgical techniques but the hurdle is linking
with clinical practices.
In the EPSRC space materials an important aspect biomaterials, scaffolds and
tissue engineering. This is an emergent area rather than a UK strength.
Pharmaceutical, biopharmaceutical and cellular interventions are currently
individual activities and are not integrated.
Is neuro-informatics strong in the UK? This is unclear, and may be more of an
opportunity.
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2.5.2 Weaknesses
Access to clinical trial experts (eg through charities)
The MS society has developed a clinical trial network. Access to neurologists to
recruit to trials a challenge and can often have access to 20-30 patients. The MS
network allows much broader patient base. EPSRC may have a role in supporting
similar networks.
Linkage to different technologies, multi-disciplinary teams/networks
Need a clinical champion for a particular methodology who has influence within
their clinical centre is difficult but is an absolute requirement. If additional
imaging. If additional imaging for example is required this can be an economic
barrier.
Not just a single champion in certain areas will need global networks. For spinal
injuries no linkages between centres and lack of capability for research support,
therefore an international network required.
Not just a clinical barrier, assistive technology to support community based care
also required. Social services in this case could be a barrier.
Access to raw data/patients (NIHR requires all data to be in public
domain!)
Access to well characterised data and multi-modal data sets is an issue. The UK
has strength in data analysis method but limited data pool therefore not
appropriately trialled and does not go into wider use. Can get publications for
piecemeal work often not rewarded for broader engagement. Often the
researchers do not have the route to follow this up. Example of international
dataset set up allowing people to join contributing 3-5 patients. Only well
characterised data is able to contribute.
Unless the outcome measures including functional measures are correct at the
initial stage then data not of use.
Validation between mechanistic and physical outcomes
Cost of late stage clinical trials – can use that phase 1 mechanism information to
support case for later stage trials, understanding progression and the effect of
intervention on progression. There is a need to identify where the treatment
option windows are and when interventions are crucial.
Need to identify target and then pharmacology of particular compounds against
that target. The best validation will always be in patients. What are the minimum
number of steps that will be required? (Including animal models) to get to
patients. Computerised models increasingly being used and then use a smaller
number of patient data to validate that model.
Exercise and activity based interventions also small scale and often does not
have clear outcomes measures, often simply jump to proof of concept stage.
However these non clinical interventions do not have the same regulatory barrier
but can have major impact on community based intervention and quality of life.
Health economics modelling
There is a need to tie up the physiology with the anatomy. Health economics
should be integrated within projects. Return on investment on drug development
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in neurosciences is risky. The main part of that risk is around securing late stage
clinical trials (need cheaper and faster trials).
The dietary and nutrition aspects are unregulated but have great potential and
therefore need to be considered.
Because of individuals, working in isolation there may well be duplication of
research effort.
The time and regulatory issues involved in working with NHS is a barrier. Can
work internationally for example in US, but local champion would be ideal and
have additional advantages. NHS managers concern if the process becomes
successful what would be the economic and operational delivery.
Communications with healthcare managers is crucial. There is a variety of
attitudes amongst managers on the benefits of being research active.
2.5.3 Opportunities
There is good capability and take up of Engineering and Physical Sciences
Research. There is an opportunity to finding a champion to highlight the
importance of the area.
Neuro-informatics
Charities – clinical trail experts (EPSRC opp6)
Demonstrating impact (NHS costs, run network)
Access at clinical end
Linkage – multidisciplinary/network different and chronologies (Blood Brain
Barrier).
Data (eg access to raw data/patients NHR – all data public?)
Output measures (mechanism and function)
Identifying market (imaging –physiological (broader than imaging – eg clinic)
2.5.4 Threats
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3.
Afternoon session discussions – translation and
training
3.1 Group 1 - Convenor: Professor Julie Williams
3.1.1 Translation
Funding balance
RCs should not move the balance from basic research the bottleneck is here for
Neurodegenerative area so focus on translation premature when we do not know
enough about the causes. EPSRC has made investments in Knowledge Transfer
Activities eg KTAs - impact yet to be realised.
Good Examples
(1) Image analysis Software is freely available, this is a good business
model.
(2)

Compounds are being developed from Alzheimer’s for alternative
therapies.

(3)

Steering fields in Deep Brain Stimulation.

Barriers
There is a lack of maturity of markets in non drug products such as personal care
models and for AT there is no obvious route to market. There is a need to get
industry/user collaborators/partners on board early on – not just a letter of
support
Funding specifically from basic research to demonstrators/prototype is needed.
Animal model testing finance is needed. Funding for higher risk projects is
needed and funding specifically for translation.
Regulation – lack of clarity eg MHRA a better understanding of the area is
needed.
More joined up thinking is needed to make connections between the Department
of Health and Research Council innovation pathways.
Research Councils should make money available to facilitate translation eg Follow
on Fund and Feasibility Fund to stop people falling between the cracks.
Translation Research should not be funded at the expense of basis research, we
have put a lot of money into this but impact takes time. DTCs, KT Activities,
Discipline hopping, Challenging Engineering are good activities that have
encouraged people.
How to measure impact? It needs to be in REF to drive universities.
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3.1.2 Training
Strengths
Good Training Initiatives: DTCs, Challenging engineering. These should be built
on to facilitate movement of researchers between disciplines into areas of
Neurodegeneration.
Issues
Lack of highly specialised people for imaging specifically radiochemists.
Closure of Chemistry departments, MRC Cyclotron, Health and Safety. Highly
specialised people eg radio chemist – Need more than three fellowships. There is
a lack of senior radiochemists’ at universities to build up research groups.
Health and Safety regulations a licence is needed to maintain laboratories which
leads to a perception of it being a dangerous area. MRC is withdrawing money
from cyclotron unit. Companies snap people up and pay more.
Capacity building - especially in basic sciences and translational in
neurodegeneration.
Career paths the interface between NHS and Universities. Keep both options
open at the moment they have to do one or the other.
Leadership and fellowships – training in industry liaison, Translation fellowships.
Need industry and universities and NHS to discuss career pathways.
Open and clearer career paths: academia/NHS/Industry. Need to capacity build
across the board in this area in clinical and non-clinical.
PhDs and fellowships.
Are the current chemistry PhDs and DTCs covering the neurodegenerative
disease area? Are neuroscientists going into the neurodegenerative area?
Training/funding to facilitate this – stem agenda – decide pre-degree.
Discipline hopping awards could be used with year sabbatical in another
laboratory to encourage mobility between areas. There is a need to educate nonspecialists in what is needed in the neurodegenerative area.
Open and clearer career paths: academia/NHS/Industry. Need to capacity build
across the board in this area in clinical and non-clinical.
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3.2 Group 2 - Convenor: Professor Peter Morris
3.2.1 Translation
Continuity of funding - retaining skills
Funding for different aspects and programme stages often comes from different
funders. Sometimes, the research falls in the gaps between what is supported by
different research councils, and there is failure to agree on how it should be
supported. This has been the case even for fields in which the UK is world
leading, such as image analysis. Some funding schemes eg the follow-on fund
are too restricted. The small overhead in FP7 is a deterrent, but it is possible to
use this to leverage additional funding.
Referees tend to favour core disciplines and are less supportive of more applied
research. This could be addressed with cross disciplinary referee pools. There is a
lack of continuity in funding and this is a serious threat to skill retention in
groups. If we want to compete effectively on the international stage, this is likely
to need wider collaboration and be output driven.
Attracting company collaboration
There are barriers to industrial collaboration, including the timescale of
collaborative research which is protracted because of the time to secure grant
funding – waiting for deadlines, time to decision, etc and Intellectual property
issues with some university technology transfer officers unrealistic in their
expectations and the need for open publication of PhD theses (though this can
usually be delayed). NB EPSRC allows open disclosure of work it supports.
Attracting company collaboration is mutually beneficial. Companies can often
offer help with eg ethics and statistical analysis, and in return receive exposure
for sales, easier patient access, etc.
Fragmentation of research
Expertise is spread out across universities; it is hard to establish the right
networks and administration is difficult. Help to develop collaborations with
leading people and to develop the right packages would be useful (eg KT–EQUAL
project).
Translation to clinical neuroscience
Translation to clinical neuroscience in practice is very poor at the end point of the
process. This may be improved by greater awareness of clinical need on the one
hand and scientific opportunities on the other that could be met with targeted
conferences in the field of neurodegeneration.
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3.2.2 Training
Interdisciplinary PhDs
There is a significant mismatch between the interdisciplinarity required for
research and subject specific education that is the norm in UK academia. In
particular, there is a disconnect between physics and clinical departments in
many universities. This leads to shortages in highly skilled personnel, even in
areas where the UK is strong, for example MR physics. There is a need for
specific training programmes which could be across multiple sites. Masters before
PhD programmes require more than three years and interdisciplinary PhDs need
to develop a wider skills set; this needs longer PhD/grants or equivalent CDTs in
neuroscience and flexibility in doctoral training and grants.
Different studentship strategies have been used by the research councils. These
should be harmonised; the “integrated PhD” model is a good one.
Eligibility for international students
Eligibility for some studentships could be widened: in some disciplines there are
good overseas applicants, but it is hard to find good UK students. This is
especially a problem as many overseas scholarships have disappeared. There is a
need to promote interdisciplinary research amongst school and undergraduate
students in EPS areas.
Lack a research-only career path
Career progression means that it is hard to focus on research. This is
exacerbated by the reduction in the number of research fellowships, and high
teaching loads.
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3.3 Group 3 - Convenor: Professor Peter Brown
3.3.1 Translation
STRUCTURAL
Small fragmented groups
It is difficult to bring research groups together. There is a need to encourage
cohesiveness and coordination between groups; eg networks, Centres of
Excellence and early clinical input should be encouraged, aided by funding to
realise integration and fund joint students. The link between academics and
clinicians needs to be supported with a two way information flow and a change in
operational culture.
University system inhibits movement between disciplines
University structures impede discipline exchange. A solution to this is to have [a]
parallel structures, eg networks or Centres of Excellence and [b] funding for
feasibility studies to bring people together and overcome initial barriers.
Funding to take research from concept through to translation
There is a need for pull from applications side rather than just push from basic
sciences to achieve translation. Junior academics are often at the translational
interface and their role needs to be recognised. Senior university colleagues may
need to be educated on the benefits of this approach as this has impacts on
career structure and needs to start at undergraduate level.
Coordination of cohort trials at national level
Funding support for organisation of large cohort trials.
PROFESSIONAL
Risk aversion
Particularly where research crosses disciplines. Reinforced by nature of peer
review.
Data Sharing
There is also an aversion to data sharing where it would be worthwhile eg
transcriptional data bases. Need structures for the managed & controlled data
sharing, including ethics. Tendency towards less communication and more
competition. Sharing necessary in terms of setting up national level projects
SOCIETAL
The ethics of prospective databases
Eg MRI, biomarker databases, at risk registers etc.
Non-human primate research
For example, transgenic marmosets could be very useful for drug screening etc.
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3.3.2 Training and Skills
Broader early and late training
Solutions? 4 year PhDs in which the first year involves much more of a
multidisciplinary element, Summer schools, MSc courses, funding for more than
one PhD in targeted areas.
More realistic discipline hopping grants
(One year is insufficient)
Imaging orientated chemistry
Recover drive for research in medical training
Loss of pre-consultant researchers
Loss of emphasis on research in medical training
Combined honours degrees
Continued education programmes eg summer school in neurodegeneration
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3.4 Convenor: Professor Anya Hurlbert
3.4.1 Translation
This is a two way process and a mechanism to encourage exchange between
Clinicians and Engineers/Scientists in both directions involving industry where
possible, is needed at early stages of research. Charities focussed on particular
diseases can facilitate the conversation, with their specific awareness of practical
patient needs. The key need is for clinicians and engineers to understand better
what the user’s needs are; time is needed and networking money needed to
enable the ‘show and tell’ meetings between all the sides involved. Industry
should be pulled in early. The need is for “clinical pull, not just science push”.
Therapists know what they want but don’t know people/technology to get this to
happen. Clinicians may not know what patients want on a practical level in
dealing with a disease. How do you identify problem areas?
Translational development of assistive technologies/devices is hampered by lack
of methodology for identifying need. This is an important research question and
different from problems facing pharmaceutical development.
Devices translation is different to drug development.
The drug company model is highly regulation-driven. Basic research leads to
identification of specific target molecules, particular type of product, which is
then subject to testing and approval before marketing. The company that
developed the drug is invested in pursuing the approval; only one company will
“win” with its product.
Devices-development follows a different path. Basic research is necessary to
identify first the type of intervention necessary. Efficacy, acceptability and
commercial viability are all questions that need to be considered at early stages,
but the latter (commercial viability) is not the key driver, and in some cases, not
necessary.
Devices regulations driven down this model
To define the Research questions there is a need to work with users to develop
the questions, and the needs. The Methods to do this do not currently exist and
need to be acceptable to patients/clinicians.
NHS processes
NHS processes are lengthy and there are restrictions on funding
industry/companies. Questions the use of technique – novel interaction between
clinician and technology.
Biomarkers
We need better biomarkers. There are long-term issues on how we monitor
disease and the efficacy of drugs. Monitoring biomarkers of disease as a way of
monitoring efficacy of drugs is important, and will impact on drug design.
Will the technology be cheap and effective?
Pharmaceutical economic models are going through intensive evaluation and
change – even perhaps a ‘crisis.’ Pharmaceutical companies are now outsourcing
to academics in the Far East.
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Summary:
Product – what is this? A new animal model? Process? Drug? There will be a
different challenges for different products.
A high investment is needed to take a device to product but it won’t make
income of a drug.
Charities
The Charity Sector can facilitate discussion between clinician and researchers
Service provision tailoring across multiple providers is needed with Holistic care
across a number of professions and specialism’s.
Charities can facilitate research but this depends on the charity size. The funding
landscape for neuro-diseases consists of many smaller charities which are not as
effective as single large charity as in the area of cancer research (CRUK). We
need to look at possible collaborations, such as between MRC/Dendron.
Scale of Market
Industry needs to be involved at beginning to influence development eg find
other markets and other applications to expand market. For many neurodiseases the key interventions may lack commercial viability. The scale of market
needs to be researched. A niche product costs the same to development if they
sell 10 or 1 million. What is the commercial viability of products than may only
work for a small percentage of people? Health economics/quality of life
calculations to measure value for money are needed.
The EPSRC can play an important role in identifying the right company to pursue
new technologies for intervention and assistance, through Technology/Knowledge
Transfer networks, eg.
3.4.2 Training
People with clinical technical skills are needed to “bridge the gap”.
Clinical/Technical skills to bridge gaps are needed not just for doctors but for
health workers and nurses.
MD/PhD programmes in the US enable closer working between clinician and
engineers in different settings. Discipline hopping can help overcome cultural
barriers. Engineers training to become medics (or vice versa) (eg the Medical
Engineering Medical Physics (MEMP) programmes in the US) is becoming more
common but more of this is needed in the UK. More need for MD PhDs/MEMP. It
is also important that after clinical training for engineers and scientists there is a
range of jobs available – currently, the perception is that the range is small.
Training programmes needed to address the gaps.
For later career stages, discipline hopping is also important. Aim to enable
clinicians to have training/work in an engineering department. The challenge
would be overcoming cultural barriers and a perceived obstruction to career
paths by the clinicians. For discipline hopping in the other direction, there is the
barrier caused by the perception of some physical scientists/engineers that they
are ‘looked down upon’ by clinicians.
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There is a strong science base in neuroscience that does not readily translate
into pharmaceutical or other translational applications. There is a need to train
translational neuroscientists.
Possible solution is intensive component of translational training during PhD.
Need strength in physics, chemistry and maths in students. Doctoral training
centres (DTC) are a good model.
There is a lack of biology training in the Medicinal Chemistry Interface. More
biology expertise is needed in training in pharmacy schools and in drug design.
Imaging Centres - Training in both disciplines, physics and biology, needs to be
formalised.
New Skills
Short courses/continuing Professional Development are important to introduce
new areas to already trained professionals. The courses that work best are very
targeted and/or intensive (eg one week in the current state of art of neural
research). More are needed. It will be challenging to get all parties together
make the event relevant to all.
IP issues may be a barrier to collaboration.
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3.5 Convenor: Dr Alastair Reith
3.5.1 Translation
Regulatory approval/funding in NHS (easier in US)
Regulatory approval funding in NHS (this is easier in USA). LDAs (slow) institutes
technology transfer. There is a funding gap, Venture Capital, Charity culture, and
UK Government/EU.
LDA and TTOs – very slow
Universities can be risk averse to entrepreneurship. What is the level of support
in institutions? This has improved but Regional Development Agencies (RDA) and
Technology Transfer Offices (TTO) can be less helpful. Better informed academics
to decide the best route forward rather than simply handing it over to TTOs is
needed.
Charities in the US set up to support research in companies even trans-nationals.
The culture of UK requires changing. The research funders could bring together
parties to identify the appropriate routes forward.
Funding gap: venture capitalists, charity culture, UK Gov/EU
Possible solutions: Improved understanding, Roadmap – all key players in
pipeline, KTP – for clinicians
Solutions could include a Roadmap with all key players in pipeline would help
understanding in the community, Clarity of purpose – publics – for h/c public,
and Multi-centre NHS/CRFs – engagement
Multicentre
Engagement with NHS/CRFs
Knowledge Transfer Partnerships for clinicians could be useful.
Barriers to translation include structural, professional, and social acceptance.
3.5.2 Training and Skills
What are the skills needs in the UK? Good existing multi-disciplinary teams
within/between institutions eg Centres for Doctoral Training.
The overall strategy should be to have exposure to clinicians and other research
areas. Funding is an issue both to bringing in infrastructure and PhD support.
What skills do we need in the future?
Can a large number of disciplines lead to an individual being isolated? They may
still need to be able to collaborate with academics from within their own
discipline. This can be overcome through workshops and seminars open to all.
Bridging the gaps can also help.
A challenge can be fragmented individuals within group, but with effective team
and project management this can be overcome.
We need to understand lab bench clinical issues, gaps include clinical research,
Radiographers/imaging, Pre-clinical imaging, Career route beyond PhD,
Commercial eg medical devices to be retained in the UK. Students have to tackle

issues of clinical need. In Plymouth a project had a PhD and a MD working on the
same project sitting in the same laboratory. The outputs are now in hospital use.
Good existing examples of effective working. The best clinicians will want to
focus on clinical practice. Gaining an MD can be difficult to move back to
becoming a consultant.
Skills gap in clinical research, radiographers/imaging, preclinical imaging. Career
route beyond PhD: commercial eg medical devices, Retain in UK.
World leading in imaging; however, there is a lack of clinical research
radiographers and preclinical imaging individuals.
Post-PhD career route beyond graduation the medical device industry not UK
based and therefore UK will lose trained individuals.

4.

Key messages from the day

4.1 Break out Session 1 (Strengths Weaknesses and
Opportunities) and afternoon (Threats) discussions
Strengths

Weaknesses

World leading combined MRI/PET
[strength at risk]

Lack of funding in relation to disease
burden [health/social/economic] –
costs. This area needs research to
identify where the key burden is.

Fundamental neuroscience [cellular
neuroscience]
Genetics are very strong – limit
strength to gene discovery
[opportunities think about genetic
manipulation?]
Strengths – what do we have to do to
keep them there?

Funding for interdisciplinary research
[Molecular imaging – goes in with
biomarkers] – need for better
biomarkers
Bureaucracy animal models – barrier to
research – there are opportunities
Gap in world knowledge – lack of
animal models
Unclear strategy around
multidisciplinary research funding
A need to support coordination between
academics and clinical – between sites
and international collaboration. There is
a gap for multisite collaborations – at
institutional level encouragement to
stay local. Transatlantic should be
specifically pulled out. Lack of desire to
send UK money to US [perceived as
rich].impossible to get this funded.

Opportunities

Threats

Computational neuroscience
[opportunity with regard to
neurodegenerative disease] and signal
processing and informatics

Clinical neurology [strength at risk] and
cognitive science

Computational modelling
Neural Engineering combining imaging
and stimulation technologies
Networking/linking clinical centres with
RB and exploiting the power of
NIHR/NHS for research
Development of assistive technologies
– Important to emphasise the cognitive
aspects.

Pharmaceutical sector is strongest –
real concerns about the movement of
Industry R&D – commercially driven
decision around risk. Who is going to
pick up on risk?
Weakening PET danger

4.2 Translation
Key messages:
 Pre-clinical imaging


Continuity of funding from concept to translation this can mean applying
to different Research Councils (RCs) [and the proposal becomes less
attractive to RCs as they appear more incremental]. Would need to blend
with – what’s the point of translation



What is the purpose ‘of translation’ is it to get more publication? Are the
metrics correct? They also change as move along the pipeline. Are they
same as for industry? This may be an opportunity [biomarkers are a
common need and could have academic led consortia] to support the
general area. The funding pipeline will need to be agreed by
RCs/Charities/NIHR/payer. A Technology Strategy Board for healthcare is
needed



IP issues – ownerships sometimes impedes the grant – university issue?



The groups are small and fragmented with expertise spread across
universities and some falling between gaps. Can we bring them together?
To encourage cooperation and get community together to identify
opportunities which would encourage bids.

4.3 Training
Key messages:
 PhDs – interdisciplinary areas takes longer – support for longer PhDs/MScPhDs – or duals PhDs? MD/PhD – eight years. The outcome is fantastic
people. Engineers go into medicine


Models such as the DTC and Engdocs.



Discipline hopping – not long if really going to change discipline? But
flexible hopping between disciplines – [eg Leverhulme]. Talk to MRC about
MD-PhD. Hard to get people across engineering like you can in the US
[where is engineer – would be hard get people to do that]



More strong international students appearing [fewer domestic ones].
Funding issues around this – already raising this with BIS



Lack of research only career path – particularly if in one of the
interdisciplinary areas. Inclusion of a more translational year would help
with getting more applied knowledge into academic neuroscience



Part of reason for the decline within PET above [closure of chemistry
departments]



Part of basic neuroscience PhD – four year one and one year on
translation.

5.

Panel discussions

Strengths
Fundamental neuroscience [cellular neuroscience]
Genetics are very strong in gene discovery there are opportunities to think about
genetic manipulation.
World leading in combined MRI/PET [strength at risk]
Clinical neurology is a strength which is at risk.
A strength which is at risk, is the pharmaceutical sector where there are real
concerns about the movement of Industry Research and development activities
and commercially driven decision around risk in this research area. Who is going
to pick up on risk? Lengthen costs of clinical trials and risk. Positive way forward
the community needs to find answers about the strength at risk. – speak to
Alasdair about this! Difference between UK based company.

Weaknesses
Molecular imaging is a fashionable area but there are not very good examples
available (mechanism biomarkers) there is a need for better biomarkers.
Bureaucracy is a barrier to research and translation and one reason for the lack
of animal models which is a world wide gap. There are opportunities in modelling
disease.

Collaboration
There is a need to support coordination between academics and clinicians,
between UK sites and for international collaboration. There is a gap for multisite
collaborations at an institutional level there is an encouragement to stay local.
Transatlantic collaboration is harmed as there is a lack of desire to send UK
money to US [which is perceived as rich] and so it is not possible to get this
funded.

Pre-clinical imaging infrastructure
The availability of pre-clinical imaging that is needed for translation is currently
limited in terms of access and time on equipment. Not many places to do
research now research fits within academic departments.

Funding Strategy
There is an unclear funding strategy at the interface between funding disciplines.
There is a need to support coordination between academic and clinical
researchers at and between sites with international collaboration as expertise in
the UK is spread across institutes with small fragmented groups and some falling
between gaps. Can we bring them together in a sensible way to compete
internationally with very large international groups? Cross University
collaboration is not currently encouraged. A virtual network consortium could
encourage cooperation and get the community together to identify a small
number of priority areas/projects and then encourage bids. Link clinical centres
to academic harness power of NIHR.

Disease Burden
There is a disproportionate amount of funding in relation to economic burden of
disease (put in costs ART report). We do not currently know the true cost of
disease for the community. What is critical area for community to reduce the real
burden of disease? Research into understanding the burden of diseases is
needed. Refocus research priorities by appreciation of disease burden.

Opportunities
Emerging/opportunity/at risk: Neural Engineering
Neuroprosthetics/TMS/interface neural tissue
Biomarkers used as outcome measures. How do you measure in a clinical setting
what methodologies can test the efficacy of mechanism of action with sensitivity
that is also robust.
How do you measure behaviour, tacking people? All could feed into biomarker
that could help with progress of disease and help with treatment. The right
measurement techniques for behaviour need to build in mechanistic imaging?
Scenario/function mechanism can be coupled with strengths? How do you
encourage people to do this? Build up networking and clinical knowledge transfer
hooking up patient populations around imaging.
Networking/linking clinical centres with the research base and exploiting the
power of NIHR for research. There is an opportunity to influence [NIHR] dynamic
research on population based/ patient cohorts research. Discussion point in this
section. The NIHR is trying to address translation gap. Networks such as
Dendron and the brain bank initiative are resources that could help to do this
research.
Huge opportunity in taking computational modelling and informatics and applying
to research
The combination of imaging and stimulation technologies is an opportunity for
diagnostics and interventions, examples include [TMS/MR] where there are
existing pockets of strength. There is a need for early interaction basic scientist
and industry when developing these imaging techniques. TMS is very important
as a research tool. Direct Current Stimulation (DCS) is useful as a basic research
tool but not a successful therapy replacing ECI.
There is a computational neuroscience network in place.
Targeted drug delivery, bio-therapeutics and stem cells, the link to
nanotechnology should be made. Ultrasound techniques in bubbles for drug
delivery have been developed. There are some key firms in the UK some small
pharmaceutical firms that have been good in drug delivery in the UK. The
technology is getting to the stage where it can do some good.
Predictive biology [microscopic measurement techniques]
Neural engineering
How to measure outcome measures in a clinical setting methodology, efficacy of
action must be robust. Where biomarker? Molecular behaviour, how to measure

behaviour, biomarker to identify disease and as target for treatment. Behaviour
modification is the ultimate aim- clinical trial- noise in these- FDA function not
behaviour – but need to relate.

Threats
Weakening PET danger the decline this includes the closure of chemistry
departments.

Training
Training in Interdisciplinary areas takes longer therefore there is support for
longer PhDs/MSc-PhDs or duals PhDs? For example MD/PhD which take 8 years.
There is a real need and real win from this training model which could enable
engineers to go into medicine, as it produces excellent people.
Discipline hopping grants are not long if people are really going to change
disciplines? But flexible hopping between disciplines like the Leverhulme scheme
would be useful. Also EPSRC will need to talk to MRC about MD-PhDs. Will it be
hard to get engineers to do this scheme in the UK?
There are more strong international students appearing and fewer domestic ones
there are funding issues around this and it is already on the agenda at BIS.
There is a lack of research only career path for clinicians particularly in the
interdisciplinary areas. Including a more translational year would help to develop
these skills that are currently missing this could be included as part of basic
neuroscience PhD.

Translational
The continuity of funding which would allow translation of basic research is
difficult to obtain as funds have to be sought from different research councils. As
the applications become more translational then they become more incremental
and referees are harder on the research quality. Blend funding gaps before
research becomes attractive for Venture Capitals funding. Funders/Researchers
need clarity of purpose? Is this to get more publications or for healthcare impact.
This balance should shift as the research moves from basic research to
translation. There is an opportunity for companies to work in partnership (a
number of companies) academic led consortia easier than industry with general
funding for consortia and opportunity for more specific funding. A funding
pipeline across research councils/industry/charity is needed. Healthcare provider
buy in is essential (NIHR) a translational council is needed a TSB in other
research areas.
Intellectual Property (IP) issues are usually university issues with unrealistic
expectations of IP. What is the purpose of academic researcher? Supporting
companies is seen as bad by peer reviews? Incremental research can often have
huge impact.

6.

Conclusions

The UK is strong in fundamental neuroscience and in gene discovery related to
neurodegenerative disease. It also has strengths in clinical neurology and
cognitive neuroscience, but these disciplines, particularly clinical neurology, are
at risk. The UK is world leading in neuroimaging, especially MRI, and in image
analysis, where it sets the international standard.
The UK has a strong pharmaceutical industry, but there is great concern about
recent decisions (MSD, GSK and others) to scale back or close down their R&D in
neuroscience. This is driven entirely by economics and flies in the face of
healthcare need. Measures to share risk and streamline the bureaucracy
associated with drug development must be urgently considered.
The development of research strategies to address neurodegenerative disease is
seriously hampered by the lack of good animal models and biomarkers. This is in
sharp contrast to the situation in the cancer field, which is an exemplar for
translational research. It is recommended that lessons be drawn from cancer
research.
Translation is key but sits at the interface between disciplines, creating delays in
funding for those engaged in translational research, or worse, funding gaps into
which even world class research can fall. It is recommended that relevant
Research Councils develop strategies both to ensure continuity of funding and to
promote high quality translational research.
The training of highly skilled personnel in interdisciplinary fields is challenging
and may require the development of multicentre training programmes. This has
led to shortages even in the areas in which the UK is leading, for example MR
physics.
There are significant new opportunities in the field of computational neuroscience
that should be actively encouraged.
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Appendix 5: Results from Bristol on Line Survey
Neurodegenerative Diseases Survey Results
Survey Overview
Section 1: Personal Details
1. Name
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.

2. Affiliation
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.

3. Email address
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.

Section 2: Background Information
4. Please tick boxes which relate to your research area.
Modelling and
Simulation:

n/a

12

Brain Sciences:

n/a

16

Neurodegenerative
Diseases:

n/a

22

Cognitive Science:

n/a

6

Vision, Hearing and
Other Senses:

n/a

5

Artificial Intelligence:

n/a

1

Drug Formulation and
Delivery:

n/a

7

Neural Computing:

n/a

1

Materials Research:

n/a

5

Signal Processing:

n/a

12

Imaging:

n/a

15

Other (please specify):

n/a

10

There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.
5. Have you been awarded any EPSRC grants in the last 5 years as a Principal Investigator or Coinvestigator?

Yes:

54.1%

20

No:

45.9%

17

5.a. If yes, please give details e.g. grant reference number
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.

6. Do you hold any current research grants that have been awarded by another funding agency?
Yes:

73.0%

27

No:

27.0%

10

MRC:

n/a

5

BBSRC:

n/a

7

Technology Strategy
Board:

n/a

2

Other Government
Department:

n/a

5

Industry:

n/a

13

Charity:

n/a

10

EU:

n/a

7

Other (please specify):

n/a

7

6.a. Which other agency have you received funding from?

There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.
6.b. Please provide details of the research grants you currently hold that are related to this area.
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.

7. Have you encountered any barriers to funding the next stages of your research e.g. into products?
Yes:

48.6%

18

No:

51.4%

19

7.a. If yes, please describe these barriers.
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.

8. Do you engage with users in developing your research e.g. clinicians, patients and industry?
Yes:

89.2%

33

No:

10.8%

4

Clinicians:

n/a

31

Patients:

n/a

12

Large companies:

n/a

13

8.a. Please indicate which users you engage with

SMEs:

n/a

14

Other (please specify):

n/a

10

There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.
8.b. How often do you engage with users and what form does this take?
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.

9. How much consideration do you give to future clinical adoption when developing ideas for your
research?
High:

62.2%

23

Medium:

35.1%

13

Low:

2.7%

1

9.a. If appropriate, please explain your answer.
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.

Section 3: Strengths in EPSRC's Healthcare Portfolio
10. What are the UK's strengths in the area of Neurodegenerative Diseases research? Please use
evidence to back up your statements (e.g. citations, bibliometrics, RAE returns, conference invitations)
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.

11. For your areas of expertise within the field of Neurodegenerative Diseases, how does UK research
compare internationally?
11.a. Modelling and Simulation
UK is World leader:

12.0%

3

UK is internationally
excellent:

20.0%

5

UK is recognised
internationally:

24.0%

6

UK is recognised
nationally:

4.0%

1

UK is below national
recognition:

0.0%

0

Not area of expertise:

40.0%

10

11.a.i. Modelling and Simulation -- Please provide comments and evidence to explain your response.
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.
11.b. Brain Sciences
UK is World leader:

25.0%

7

UK is internationally
excellent:

46.4%

13

UK is recognised
internationally:

7.1%

2

UK is recognised
nationally:

0.0%

0

UK is below national
recognition:

0.0%

0

Not area of expertise:

21.4%

6

11.b.i. Brain Sciences -- Please provide comments and evidence to explain your response.
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.
11.c. Neurodegenerative Diseases
UK is World leader:

16.7%

5

UK is internationally
excellent:

43.3%

13

UK is recognised
internationally:

30.0%

9

UK is recognised
nationally:

3.3%

1

UK is below national
recognition:

0.0%

0

Not area of expertise:

6.7%

2

11.c.i. Neurodegenerative Diseases -- Please provide comments and evidence to explain your
response.
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are

available on a separate page.
11.d. Cognitive Science
UK is World leader:

8.3%

2

UK is internationally
excellent:

45.8%

11

UK is recognised
internationally:

12.5%

3

UK is recognised
nationally:

4.2%

1

UK is below national
recognition:

0.0%

0

Not area of expertise:

29.2%

7

11.d.i. Cognitive Science -- Please provide comments and evidence to explain your response.
ditto
11.e. Vision, Hearing and Other Senses
UK is World leader:

4.0%

1

UK is internationally
excellent:

40.0%

10

UK is recognised
internationally:

12.0%

3

UK is recognised
nationally:

8.0%

2

UK is below national
recognition:

0.0%

0

Not area of expertise:

36.0%

9

11.e.i. Vision, Hearing and Other Senses -- Please provide comments and evidence to explain your
response.
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.
11.f. Artificial Intelligence
UK is World leader:

0.0%

0

UK is internationally
excellent:

20.0%

4

UK is recognised
internationally:

30.0%

6

UK is recognised
nationally:

0.0%

0

UK is below national
recognition:

0.0%

0

Not area of expertise:

50.0%

10

11.f.i. Artificial Intelligence -- Please provide comments and evidence to explain your response.
ditto
11.g. Drug Formulation and Delivery

UK is World leader:

9.5%

2

UK is internationally
excellent:

28.6%

6

UK is recognised
internationally:

23.8%

5

UK is recognised
nationally:

4.8%

1

UK is below national
recognition:

0.0%

0

Not area of expertise:

33.3%

7

11.g.i. Drug Formulation and Delivery -- Please provide comments and evidence to explain your
response.
ditto
11.h. Neural Computing
UK is World leader:

0.0%

0

UK is internationally
excellent:

26.1%

6

UK is recognised
internationally:

13.0%

3

UK is recognised
nationally:

13.0%

3

UK is below national
recognition:

4.3%

1

Not area of expertise:

43.5%

10

11.h.i. Neural Computing -- Please provide comments and evidence to explain your response.
ditto
11.i. Materials Research
UK is World leader:

4.3%

1

UK is internationally
excellent:

26.1%

6

UK is recognised
internationally:

17.4%

4

UK is recognised
nationally:

8.7%

2

UK is below national
recognition:

0.0%

0

Not area of expertise:

43.5%

10

11.i.i. Materials Research -- Please provide comments and evidence to explain your response.
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.
11.j. Signal Processing
UK is World leader:

4.2%

1

UK is internationally
excellent:

41.7%

10

UK is recognised
internationally:

4.2%

1

UK is recognised
nationally:

8.3%

2

UK is below national
recognition:

0.0%

0

Not area of expertise:

41.7%

10

11.j.i. Signal Processing -- Please provide comments and evidence to explain your response.
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.
11.k. Imaging
UK is World leader:

12.5%

3

UK is internationally
excellent:

54.2%

13

UK is recognised
internationally:

4.2%

1

UK is recognised
nationally:

0.0%

0

UK is below national
recognition:

0.0%

0

Not area of expertise:

29.2%

7

11.k.i. Imaging -- Please provide comments and evidence to explain your response.
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.
11.l. Other (please specify in comments)
UK is World leader:

25.0%

2

UK is internationally
excellent:

25.0%

2

UK is recognised
internationally:

12.5%

1

UK is recognised
nationally:

0.0%

0

UK is below national
recognition:

0.0%

0

Not area of expertise:

37.5%

3

11.l.i. Other (please specify in comments) -- Please provide comments and evidence to explain your

response.
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.
11.m. Other (please specify in comments)
UK is World leader:

0.0%

0

UK is internationally
excellent:

33.3%

2

UK is recognised
internationally:

0.0%

0

UK is recognised
nationally:

0.0%

0

UK is below national
recognition:

0.0%

0

Not area of expertise:

66.7%

4

11.m.i. Other (please specify in comments) -- Please provide comments and evidence to explain your
response.
Cellular and molecular imaging
Understanding the role of psychological and sociological treatments
11.n. Other (please specify in comments)
UK is World leader:

0.0%

0

UK is internationally
excellent:

0.0%

0

UK is recognised
internationally:

0.0%

0

UK is recognised
nationally:

0.0%

0

UK is below national
recognition:

0.0%

0

Not area of expertise:

100.0%

4

11.n.i. Other (please specify in comments) -- Please provide comments and evidence to explain your
response.
11.o. Other (please specify in comments)
UK is World leader:

0.0%

0

UK is internationally
excellent:

0.0%

0

UK is recognised
internationally:

0.0%

0

UK is recognised
nationally:

0.0%

0

UK is below national
recognition:

0.0%

0

Not area of expertise:

100.0%

3

11.o.i. Other (please specify in comments) -- Please provide comments and evidence to explain your
response.

Section 4: Gaps in EPSRC's Healthcare Portfolio
12. Please describe any gaps that you consider exist within UK research in Neurodegenerative
Diseases, giving evidence for your statements.
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.
12.a. How do you think these gaps may be addressed?
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.

Section 5: Looking ahead to 2019
13. What do you consider is needed in the future to ensure that there is a sufficient balance of skills
across all levels (from early training through to highly skilled specialists) within the area of
Neurodegenerative Diseases?
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.

14. Do you have any success stories from EPSRC funded research related to this area? For example,
patents, spin outs, impact or good news case studies. Please provide details below.
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.
14.a. Do you have any success stories from research in this area from other funding sources? Please
provide details below.
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.

15. We welcome any more general comments, not already covered in this survey, that you would like
to make about EPSRC funding in the area of Neurodegenerative Diseases (200 words maximum)
There are too many responses to display on this page and so all the responses to this question are
available on a separate page.

Appendix 6: Bibliometric data on Journals picked by
Neurodegenerative Disease Panel
Bibliometric Data based upon Journals suggested by the Panel Members
of the Neurodegenerative diseases Portfolio Day
This report has been put together with citation data from Thomson Reuters’ Web
of Science (WoS). From this I’ve extracted citation counts for articles and review
articles from a set of journals suggested by the panel, with the aim of assessing
the performance of the UK in this field. This is complemented by additional
analyses in the annex, including citation data for the closest fitting Thomson
Scientific fields.
The journal set we have used represents the most popular journals for some of
the UK’s top scientists. As such, we should bear in mind that it is possible that
the UK might be shown in a more positive light than she otherwise would be. The
UK is compared to world average values as well as the USA, Germany, France,
China and the EU-27. The EU-27 includes the UK along with all the EU member
states.
To indicate the quality of research we use the citation impact (defined as the
number of cites per paper) of a set. To smooth out trends I have put the data
over five year rolling windows, starting with 2000-2004, up to 2005-2009. WoS
was last updated on 04 February 2010. Data using the total cites for a paper
uses all citations (ie including those in the partial year 2010), data using the 5year citations uses only those cites in the first five full years after publication,
and does not include 2010 citations.

Summary
Overall we see that the UK is increasing output at a consistent level, matching
the global rise, which is largely due to China’s growth, in terms of publications, of
183% from 2000-2009. Out of the countries analysed, the UK is second in terms
of publication volumes to the USA. Citations impact figures indicate our research
is high quality, being consistently above average. In the last two five year
windows, France has risen up to second place, narrowly ahead of the UK.
Using the Thomson designated fields relating to Neurodegenerative health, the
UK comes out very well. The UK is in first place for both ‘Clinical Neurology’ and
‘Neuroimaging’, and a close second to the USA in Neurosciences.

Analysis
Below is a chart showing the UK share of world papers. This shows that although
the UK produces a small proportion of papers (about 12-13% of world totals), it
is second only to the USA, where over half of world papers have authors. It is
also pleasing to note that the UK’s share of papers is not falling, as it is in many
other disciplines (rather it makes a modest rise from 12.1% in 2000-2004 to
12.8% in 2005-2009). In real terms the UK’s output rises by 55%, compared to
a world rise of 43% over the same time (comparing publication volumes for
2000-2009).
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This chart shows the UK’s performance, relative to world average, in terms of
citations impact (using all cites a paper receives). As we can see, the UK is above
average, but has a falling trend. From the non-relative impact chart (see later
on) it appears that this is because the rest of the world is getting better, rather
than us getting worse. Below is the relative impact of the UK, the competitor
countries and the EU. China is excluded from this chart, as the low impact scores

make the rest of the graph harder to read. A copy including China can be found
in Annex B. The UK performs well overall, spending most time second to the
USA, but rising to first in 2001-2005. In 2004-2008 and 2005-2009 we are
overtaken by France, pushing us back into third place.
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Citation Impact
To use non-relative values, below is a chart showing the five year citations for
papers. This shows, for papers in a five year window, the citations received for
them in those five years. This shows that the UK’s impact is pretty steady,
hovering about 15. In contrast the worldwide citations levels seem to rise above
the odds, again pushing us back to third place in the last five year windows.
Again a chart with the figures for China included is in Annex B.
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